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Characterized by their lightness and simplicity, Viennese pastries are

known to be among the best in the world. From the famous Tortes and

Kuchen to the more unfamiliar Schnitten and Germspeisen, this class of

pastry is defined by the great breadth of delicate and delicious doughs

and batters. In the technique chapter, Christine expertly guides you

through the steps for making short dough, yeast dough, strudel dough,

pound cake batter, omelette batter, deep fried batter, and sponge cake

batter. Once the skills for these basics are mastered, pastry chefs can

easily add delicious Viennese specialties like Chocolate Nut Torte,

Lemon Strudel, Strawberry Bowls, and Fine Pot Cheese Cake to their

repertoire. What makes this book indispensable to pastry chefs is not just

the detailed fool-proof techniques but additional information not

commonly covered. The most difficult concepts are accompanied by fine

hand-drawn line illustrations which deliver added clarity and greatly

speed up the learning process. A beautifully presented eight-page

full-color insert helps to visualize the artistic possibilities of Viennese

pastries. Little known tidbits like the recipes for real Viennese meringues

and icings, and descriptions of special primary ingredients are given to

assure the most accurate results. Written with today's pastry chefs and

their customers in mind, Christine Berl has taken into consideration

issues such as cost control, product consistency, and severe time
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constraints. The name of each dessert is given in the original Viennese

dialect along with its English translation, and detailed explanations of

when and how each dessert should be presented are discussed. file

download mowoneh.pdf
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